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Abstract—This paper proposes a process of sentiment
analysis of movie reviews written in Bangla language.
This process can automate the analysis of audience’s
reaction towards a specific movie or TV show. With
more and more people expressing their opinions openly
in the social networking sites, analyzing the sentiment
of comments made about a specific movie can indicate
how well the movie is being accepted by the general
public. The dataset used in this experiment was col-
lected and labeled manually from publicly available
comments and posts from social media websites. Using
Support Vector Machine algorithm, this model achieves
88.90% accuracy on the test set and by using Long
Short Term Memory network [1] the model manages
to achieve 82.42% accuracy. Furthermore, a compar-
ison with some other machine learning approaches is
presented in this paper.

Keywords — Bangla sentiment analysis, Support Vec-
tor Machines, Long Short Term Memory.

I. Introduction

In this Indian subcontinent, Bangla is the language with
the second-highest number of speakers and it holds the
sixth position among the most spoken languages of the
world. During the last decade, with the increase of the
use of social media, people are expressing their opinions
on various topics using the Facebook, Twitter etc social
networking websites, often in their own native language.
The use of Bangla language on social media has also
escalated since many easy to use Bangla keyboard apps
were introduced in the last few years. People often discuss
about movies and TV shows on the social networking sites.
There are even dedicated groups for people just to discuss
topics related to these. By analyzing the sentiment of the
comments made by people towards a specific movie or
TV show, it is possible to know if people are considering
the movie positively or not. Another practical use case
might be to analyze the reaction of the audience towards
the trailer of a movie, which can indicate whether the
movie is anticipated by the general public positively or

negatively. But analyzing every single comment manually
is a long and tedious task. Therefore, this paper discusses
the performance of some machine learning models for
analyzing the sentiment of movie related comments made
in Bangla language. Various machine learning methods
were applied, such as Support Vector Machine [2] and
Multinomial Naive Bayes on this dataset. As Deep Learn-
ing based approaches are being used in various sectors
recently [3] [4], Long Short Term Memory [1] (which is
an improved version of Recurrent Neural Network) was
also applied for comparison. By providing a method for
automated sentiment analysis, this research opens up the
path for further development of sentiment analysis [5]
methods of Bangla language in other sectors too.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Section II covers related work on Bangla sentiment anal-
ysis, Section III briefly discusses about the dataset and
preprocessing techniques used in this experiment while
Section IV provides an overview of the methodology and
system architecture. Section V describes the experiment
process and presents the results and Section VI concludes
the paper describing the future scope of this research.

II. Related Work

Although a lot of research has been done on sentiment
analysis of English movie reviews using the IMDb (Inter-
net Movie Database) dataset, there has not been much
research performed on movie reviews in Bangla, mostly
due to the lack of sufficient data. The paper entitled
”Evaluation of Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines
on Bangla Textual Movie Reviews” by Hafizur Rahman
et al. [6] in 2018 compares the performance of Naive
Bayes and SVM in classifying movie reviews in Bangla.
The dataset contains 800 comments. It was collected by
the authors by using web crawling methods from Bangla
movie review sites and social media. In this paper, the
performance of the models were judged by the recall and
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precision values. In their experiment, SVM provided the
best precision and recall of 0.86. N-gram Based Sentiment
Mining for Bangla Text Using Support Vector Machine by
Taher et al. [7] approaches the sentiment analysis prob-
lem primarily using SVM for classification and N-gram
method for vectorization. An interesting technique used
in this paper was Negativity Seperation, which separates
the negative postfix of a word from the actual word,
thus putting more emphasis on the fact that the overall
sentence contains negativity. Furthermore, a comparison
between Linear and Non-linear SVM was presented, which
indicates that Linear SVM performed better in case of
text classification. An experiment on Detecting Multilabel
Sentiment and Emotions from Bangla YouTube Com-
ments was preformed by Irtiza et al. [8] where their
Deep Learning based [9] LSTM approach achieves 65.97%
accuracy in a three label dataset and 54.24% accuracy in a
five label dataset. Mahtab et al. [10] presented a research
work of Sentiment Analysis on Bangladesh Cricket with
Support Vector Machine. The dataset named ABSA that
was used here contains 2979 data samples. The data
samples were labeled as three classes, namely Positive,
Negative and Neutral. The authors also collected a dataset
of their own and it contains 1601 data samples with three
classes. Python NLTK was used for tokenizing and TF-
IDF Vectorizer for vectorization. Accuracy on the custom
dataset was 64.596% and 73.49% on the ABSA dataset.

From the above discussion it can be interpreted that, the
main reason that the Bangla Natural Language Processing
sector is being held back, is the lack of sufficient data.
A previous research on movie review only managed to
collect 800 data samples. The dataset that was built for
our experiment contains around 4000 data samples, thus
the amount of data contributes in improving the perfor-
mance of the machine learning models. Furthermore, Deep
Learning models require even more data as they perform
feature extraction automatically based on training data
samples [11]. Therefore, classification using deep learning
is difficult with the quantity of data currently available.
This paper focuses on binary classification (positive and
negative) of the documents, thus being relatively simpler
for the deep learning classifiers.

III. Dataset Preprocessing and Document
Representation

The dataset used in this experiment was collected man-
ually from the comments of people in social networking
websites. It contains around 4000 samples, each labeled
as either positive or negative. Due to the less amount of
data, further classification of the positive and negative
classes was not possible using this particular dataset. 80%
of the data was used for training and the remaining 20%
was used as the test set. For validating the performance
even further, K-fold cross validation was performed. Some
samples from the dataset are as follows:

neg কত একশন মুিভ েদখলাম ,িকন্তু েকােনাটাই ভাল লােগ িন।

neg আমার েদখা এই বছর এর সবেচেয় খারাপ িফল্ম বলেত হেব এই
মুিভিটেক।

neg পেরর িসজনগুলা িকছু িকছু এিপেসাড বােদ েলম মেন হয়েছ।

pos েশষ কেব েকান মুিভ েদেখ আমার েচােখ পািন এেসেছ, আমার মেন
েনই। তেব এই মুিভ েদখা েশেষ েচােখর েকােণ পািন িছেলা আমার।

pos হাজােরা বােজ িসেনমার িভেড় একিট মানসম্মত িসেনমা।

pos অসাধারণ, ভেয়স এিক্টং মুগ্ধ হওয়ার মত এবং ক ােরক্টার েডেভলপ-
েমন্ট খুব সুন্দরভােব ফুিটেয় েতালা হেয়েছ।
A. Preprocessing
The raw data that was collected is not suitable for clas-
sification directly. It contains a lot of punctuation marks,
emojis etc which are irrelevant for the sentiment analysis
process. The dataset needs to be preprocessed before
starting the classification process for getting better accu-
racy. There are many pre-processing steps that are widely
applied on the datasets depending on the language of the
dataset. Preprocessing is a vital step before the initiation
of classification process. The result of classification de-
pends on successful preprocessing steps. Some mentionable
methods that are used are tokenization, punctuation and
emoticon removal, stemming, stop-word removal etc.

Figure 1. Preprocessing workflow

1) Tokenization and Punctuation Removal: Tokenization
means breaking up a given text into meaningful units
called tokens. The tokens may be words, numbers or
punctuation marks. In this experiment the words were
separated by splitting a sentence based on the spaces.
While performing tokenization on each data sample, the
unnecessary items in the data, such as punctuation marks,
alphabets of other languages, emoticons etc. were also
removed. After this step, an array containing sub-arrays
of tokenized data was generated. A seperate array was
declared to store the labels.
2) Stopword Removal: The words whose importance in the
text corpus is negligible are known as stopwords. These
words have no significance while classifying documents.
In case of English, words like ”a”, ”of”, ”the”, ”for”,
”my” etc. are stopwords. Similarly in Bangla, the words



"অতএব", "অথচ", "অথবা", "অনুযায়ী", "এটা", "এটাই", "এিট" etc.
are considered as stopwords. The list of stopwords in
Bangla was collected from [12]. For example, from the
sentence "েছাট এিপেসাড হেলও অেনক মজাদার", the following
tokens are obtained after stopword removal: [েছাট, এিপেসাড,
হেলও, মজাদার]. Here "অেনক" was considered as a stopword,
therefore it was excluded.
3) Stemming: The term stemming specifies reducing vari-
ations of a word into its basic form. There can be different
forms of a word based on the context it is being used.
For instance, "করা", "করিছ", "করিছলাম", "করিছেল", "কেরেছ",
"কেরিছ" etc. for all these words, "কর" is the root word.
The main purpose of stemming is to reduce conjugational
forms of a word to a common basic form. In this way the
total number of words that the classifier has to work with,
can be decreased by a huge margin. For performing this
procedure, the common prefix and postfixes that are used
in Bangla words were stored in an array. Python Regular
Expression library was utilized to detect the prefix and
postfixes in the words and the trimmed version of the
words were added to the new processed corpus. In this
sentence "েছাট এিপেসাড হেলও অেনক মজাদার", after stemming
the words become as follows (excluding stopwords): [েছাট,
এিপেসাড, হল, মজা] . Here, "হেলও" is changed into it’s base
form "হল".

B. Document Representation
Document representation is a preprocessing technique that
can reduce the complexity of a dataset and make it easier
for the machine learning model to handle. The document
has to be transformed from the current text version to
a vector representation. One of the most commonly used
document vector representation is the vector space model
[13], where documents are represented by vectors of words.
For vector representation and feature extraction, Tf-Idf
Vectorizer and Count Vectorizer were used in this experi-
ment.
1) Count Vectorizer: The CountVectorizer creates a vo-
cabulary of the words in the corpus and counts the fre-
quencies of the words. It is also used to encode new text
documents using the generated vocabulary.
2) Tf-Idf Vectorizer: TF-IDF refers to term frequency-
inverse document frequency. It is a statistical metric for
evaluating the importance of a word in a text document
in a corpus. The importance increases in proportion to the
frequency a word appears in the document and decreases
when the word occurs in the corpus more frequently. The
TfidfVectorizer function from scikit-learn creates a matrix
of TF-IDF features from a collection of raw documents.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

A wide variety of algorithms can be applied for the task of
sentiment analysis. Most of the time the performance of
each method varies depending on the dataset. During this

research, classic machine learning algorithms such as, Sup-
port Vector Machine (using Count Vectorizer and Tf-Idf
Vectorizer) and also deep learning based [14] methods like
Long Short Term Memory network were implemented. The
workflow of the model construction process is illustrated
in figure 2.

Figure 2. Model Construction workflow

A. Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine algorithms aim to find a hyper-
plane in an N-dimesional space that can distinctly classify
the data points. For separating two classes of data samples,
there can be a lot of possible hyperplanes to be chosen
from, but the objective of the Support Vector Machine
algorithm is to find the one which has the maximum
margin distance between the data points of the two classes.
By the maximization of the margin the model can classify
future data samples more accurately. The hyperplane is a
decision boundary that assists in the classification of the
data points. Support vectors are the points that are close
to the hyperplane and the margin of the hyperplane is
calculated based on the support vectors.

In this experiment, the LinearSVC (Linear Support Vector
Classifier) function from the scikit-learn library was used.
First, the data was vectorized using the CountVectorizer
function from scikit-learn. The minimum document fre-
quency parameter was set to 2, so only the words which
occurred more than once will be considered. The param-
eter for Ngram range was set to (1,3) so, the vocabulary
will be created including 1,2 and 3-gram sequences. For
example, from "দারুন হেয়েছ মুিভটা" we can get the following
volabulary ["দারুন", "হেয়েছ", "মুিভটা", "দারুন হেয়েছ", "হেয়েছ
মুিভটা", "দারুন হেয়েছ মুিভটা"]. By using n-grams form training
the model, the model will be able to learn more com-
plex features within the text data, like the co-occurring
sequences of words that can have a specific meaning. After
vectorization, the training data is fit to the model by using
the LinearSVC function. 20% of the data is kept unseen
from the model, so that they can be used to evaluate
the model’s classification capabilities. After the training
session is complete, the model is then used to classify the
test set.

Similarly, the experiment was performed with Tf-Idf Vec-
torizer function from scikit-learn library. The minimum
document frequency parameter was set to 2 and the



parameter for Ngram range was set to (1,3). 20% of the
data was used as test set. After performing vectorization
using TfidfVectorizer function, the training data is fit to
the model by using the LinearSVC function.

To gain further insight about the capability of the model,
K-fold cross validation was also applied, with 5 folds in
the dataset.

B. Long Short Term Memory
Long Short Term Memory network is an improved version
of Recurrent Neural Network, which solves the gradient
vanishing issue that occurs in Recurrent Neural Networks.
Neural Networks normally classify each input individually,
without any context. The previous data samples have
no influence on the current data sample. But in case of
sentences, the series of words can often mean something
which might not be interpretable when the individual
words are taken into account. This is why Recurrent
Neural Networks are being widely used in the Natural
Language Processing sector recently, as they can preserve
the context by considering the previous inputs while
classifying. The preprocessing part was a little different
than that of SVM in this case. After reading and cleaning
the corpus, removing stopwords and stemming the words,
the sentences are passed to a tokenizer which creates
a vocabulary of the words in the sentences and creates
integer arrays for each sentence by replacing each word
with their integer value in the vocabulary. The maximum
length of the sentences is set to 20 words, as most com-
ments are shorter than that. The longer sequences are
truncated and the shorter ones are padded with zeroes
on the left. The LSTM model used in this experiment
was implemented using Tensorflow [15] and Keras [16].
It consists of an Embedding layer with input dimension
equal to the vocabulary size and output dimension equal
to 256. Input length is equal to 20, which is the maximum
length of each sequence. The Embedding layer is followed
by an LSTM layer with 128 units. There is a Fully
connected layer with 64 nodes after the LSTM layer whose
activation function is ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) [17].
ReLU is used for introducing non-linearity in the output
of the nodes. Finally the output layer consists of 2 nodes,
equal to the number of classes. The activation function of
the output layer was set as ’softmax’. Softmax provides
probabilistic values for each class [18]. The classifier was
compiled with optimization function set as ’Adam’ [19]
and loss function as ’categorical_crossentropy’ [20].

V. Experiment and Result Analysis
Using SVM with Count Vectorizer, the model managed to
achieve 87.016% accuracy on 20% of the dataset as the test
set. With Tf-Idf Vectorizer, the model achieved 88.90%
accuracy. A confusion matrix of the prediction results
is displayed in figure 3. The details about the model’s
performance is portrayed in table I.

Table I
Performance metrics of the SVM model

Vectorizer Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Score
Count 87.02% 0.88 0.86 0.87
Tf-Idf 88.90% 0.89 0.88 0.89

Figure 3. Confusion Matrix of the predictions made by SVM (Tf-Idf)
model

For further validation of the model, KFold Cross Vali-
dation was applied with 5 folds. The accuracy of SVM
with Tf-Idf Vectorizer in the five iterations were as fol-
lows: 80.92%, 80.04%, 74.91%, 78.40%, 88.64%, with an
average of 80.58% accuracy. The accuracy of SVM with
Count Vectorizer in the five iterations were as follows:
79.80%, 79.18%, 76.03%, 76.90%, 87.02%, with an average
of 79.786% accuracy.

The experiment was also performed using the Multinomial
Naive Bayes algorithm to classify the sentiment of the data
samples. This model managed to obtain 88.38% accuracy
on the 20% test data. With K-Fold cross validation and
number of splits set to 5, the average accuracy was 79.36%.

Using LSTM the model was trained for 12 epochs. Each
epoch took approximately 6 seconds to complete. Al-
though the number of epochs was set to 50, the Keras
EarlyStopping callback stopped the training at 12 epochs
to prevent overfitting as the validation accuracy was not
improving anymore. The LSTM model with the best accu-
racy was saved using the ModelCheckpoint callback and
it managed to achieve a maximum of 82.42% validation
accuracy on the test data. The f1-score obtained by the
best model was 0.83. The validation accuracy graph of
the training phase is illustrated in figure 4 and a confusion
matrix of the prediction results is displayed in figure 5.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work
This research explores the different methods that can
be used to perform sentiment analysis on Bangla movie



Figure 4. Validation accuracy graph of the LSTM training session

Figure 5. Confusion Matrix of the predictions made by LSTM model

review samples. By analyzing the results, it can be in-
terpreted that SVM based models performed better than
other approaches. This model also obtained decent ac-
curacy when K-fold cross validation was applied, which
displays the versatility of the system. As the dataset used
in this experiment was relatively small and less complex
and linearly separable, the traditional Machine Learning
techniques performed well. However, the results may vary
depending on the complexity and quantity of data sam-
ples, as deep learning models can extract complex features
from the data much more effectively. The models that were
generated in this experiment can be utilized by the film
producers to conveniently analyze people’s comments from
the social media about their movie, as social networking
websites reflect the views of people in a very clear manner.

A comparison between the performance of the approaches
is portrayed in table II.

For further development of this research, the dataset needs
to be enhanced by adding more data samples. It will be
interesting to see how the model performs while working
with a large dataset like the IMDb review dataset in

Table II
Performance comparison between the models

Classifier Accuracy
SVM (Tf-Idf) 88.90%
SVM (Count) 87.02%

Multinomial Naive Bayes 88.38%
Long Short Term Memory 82.42%

Bangla. Although currently the classic Machine Learning
algorithms are performing well, the Deep Learning based
models have the potential to exceed their current levels of
performance if adequate amount of data can be provided.
Some other extensions are also possible. For example, by
integrating knowledge driven methodology such as Belief
Rule Base (BRB), which is widely used where uncertainty
becomes an issue [21] [22] [23] [24] [25].
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